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Magnetism and magnetocaloric effect of Mn0.98Fe0.02CoGe
Abstract
The crystallographic and magnetic properties of Mn0.98Fe0.02CoGe have been investigated by X-ray
diffraction, dc magnetization and neutron diffraction over the temperature range 20-450 K. The
temperature dependence of the phase fractions of the orthorhombic and hexagonal phases is described
well by a Gaussian distribution. The Mn0.98Fe0.02CoGe sample exhibits a first-order magneto-structural
transition centred at TMS ∼ 297 K of FWHM ∼37 K with a magnetic entropy change of −ΔSM = 24(1) J
kg−1 K−1 for ΔB = 0-5 T. Neutron diffraction indicates a ferromagnetic orthorhombic structure below TMS
with only the Mn carrying magnetic moment (3.98(6) µB) at 20 K. The sample is paramagnetic in the
hexagonal phase above TMS.
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The crystallographic and magnetic properties of
Mn0.98Fe0.02CoGe have been investigated by x-ray diffraction, dc magnetisation and neutron diffraction over
the temperature range 20 – 450 K. The temperature dependence of the phase fractions of the orthorhombic and
hexagonal phases are described well by a Gaussian distribution of FWHM 36(2) K. The Mn0.98Fe0.02CoGe sam-

ple exhibits a first-order magneto-structural transition at
TMS ~ 296.9(6) K with a magnetic entropy change of ΔSM = 24.24 J/kg∙K for ∆B = 0 – 5 T. Neutron diffraction
indicates a ferromagnetic orthorhombic structure below
TMS with only the Mn carrying magnetic moment
(3.98(6) μB/f.u.) at 20 K. The sample is paramagnetic in
the hexagonal phase above TMS.
Copyright line will be provided by the publisher

1 Introduction Magnetic refrigeration techniques
based on the magnetocaloric effect (MCE) are attracting
increasing attention as an alternative to conventional vapour-cycle refrigeration, for energy-saving and environmental reasons [1]. For widespread commercial applications, materials that exhibit giant magnetocaloric effect are
required. Most giant MCE materials exhibit a first-order
magnetic phase transition with coinciding crystallographic
and magnetic transitions (magneto-structural transition) for
which a magnetic field can induce changes of the magnetic
and lattice entropies simultaneously [1-4]. As with the
R5(Si,Ge)4 system, MnCoGe-based alloys exhibit a magneto-structural transition which could offer the potential for
magnetocaloric refrigeration [5, 6].
MnCoGe-based alloys can form two stable phases: the
nominally low temperature orthorhombic TiNiSi-type
structure, with space group Pnma, and the nominally high
temperature hexagonal Ni2In-type structure, with space
group P63/mmc [7]. A crystallographic structural (martensitic) transition from the hexagonal phase to orthorhombic
phase in pure MnCoGe occurs around Tstr ~ 650 K [8]. For
the parent MnCoGe compound, the ferromagnetic ordering
temperature is TCorth ~ 345 K. Partial substitution of Mn for
Co stablises the hexagonal phase at low temperature, and
the ferromagnetic ordering temperature was obtained to be

TChex ~ 275 K [9]. Clearly the structural transition temperature Tstr is much higher than the Curie temperature of either
phase and, therefore no magneto-structural transition can
be obtained in the pure compound. A key factor, however,
in the suitability of MnCoGe-based alloys is that the structural transition temperature can be tuned into the temperature range of TChex – TCorth, yielding a magneto-structural
transition and thereby a giant magnetocaloric effect [10,
11]. Several methods have been applied to drive Tstr into
this temperature window including the application of external pressure [12], the substitution of different elements
[13], the introduction of vacancies [10] and/or interstitial
atoms [5].
Fe is an often used substitution to tune martensitic
transition temperatures [4, 14, 15]. In the present case Fe is
also a suitable substitute for Mn since differences in the
atomic radii (rMn = 1.35 Å; rFe = 1.26 Å) lead to reduced
lattice parameters, which in turn tend to stabilise the hexagonal phase at lower temperatures, thereby decreasing Tstr
to within the required temperature range. Three investigations of MnCoGe doped with Fe have been reported recently [16-18]. In order to fully understand the effects of
Fe substitution for Mn on the magnetic and structural
properties, we have carried out a detailed investigation of
the structural and magnetic properties of Mn0.98Fe0.02CoGe
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by dc magnetisation, complemented with temperature dependent x-ray and neutron diffraction measurements.
2 Experimental details The polycrystalline Mn0.98Fe0.02CoGe sample was prepared by repeated argon-arc
melting of stoichiometric amounts of Fe, Co, Ge plus Mn
(reduced using dilute acid solution). The mass loss of Mn
during melting was compensated by adding 3% excess of
Mn to the starting material. The sample was characterised
by x-ray powder diffraction (XRD) measurements in the
temperature range between 20 K and 300 K using a PANalytical diffractometer with Cu-Kα radiation. The magnetisation was measured in a magnetic field of 0.01 T over the
temperature range from 5 K to 350 K using a Physical
Properties Measurement System (PPMS) from Quantum
Design. In addition, the field dependence of the isothermal
magnetisation was measured in magnetic fields up to 8 T,
from 205 K to 320 K in steps of 5 K. Neutron diffraction
experiments were carried out over the temperature range 5
– 450 K using the High-Intensity Powder Diffractometer
Wombat (λ = 2.4205 Å) at the OPAL reactor, Australia.
All Rietveld refinements were carried out using the FullProf package [19, 20].
3 Results and Discussion
3.1 X-ray Diffraction Selected XRD patterns for
Mn0.98Fe0.02CoGe obtained at different temperatures are
shown in Fig. 1a. Coexistence of the hexagonal and orthorhombic phases is found above 255 K and up to 300 K. In
addition, a clear tendency for an increase in the fraction of
the hexagonal phase is observed within this temperature
range together with a commensurate decrease in the orthorhombic phase. The temperature dependence of the phase
fractions of the hexagonal and orthorhombic phases was
obtained from the Rietveld refinements (see Fig. 1b). It is
worth noting that a small amount of hexagonal phase remains below the structural transition range, e.g. 2.4(3) wt%
hexagonal phase at 20 K, as is also seen in MnCoGeB0.02
[5]. The presence of the hexagonal phase below Tstr was
considered as a favourable factor for the structural transition [5]. In other words, this small hexagonal phase residual provides nuclei for the transformation from the orthorhombic phase to the hexagonal phase.
The inset of Fig. 1b shows the evolution of the orthorhombic and hexagonal phases as a function of temperature
between 250 K and 300 K. It was considered that the phase
transition distribution follows the Gaussian function [21]:
𝑣(𝑇, 𝐻) =

1

𝜎√2𝜋

∙𝑒

𝑇−𝑇𝑠𝑡𝑟 −𝑚𝐻 2
�
√2𝜎

−�

(1)

where m = dTstr/dH, Tstr is the peak temperature in the
Gaussian distribution (considered as the transition temperature) and σ is the standard deviation. The full width at
half maximum (FWHM) is calculated from σ as follows:
FWHM = 2√2ln2 ∙ 𝜎
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(2)

Figure 1 (a) Selected XRD patterns measured in zero-field upon
heating at 20 K, 255 K, 285 K, 295 K and 300 K for
Mn0.98Fe0.02CoGe. The hkl Miller indices of the hexagonal and orthorhombic phases are designated with and without an asterisk
(*), respectively. The small peak indicated by the arrow is from
copper in the sample holder. (b) The Rietveld refinement of the
XRD pattern obtained at 295 K. The horizontal rows of Bragg
markers (top to bottom) represent: the hexagonal (green), orthorhombic (blue) and copper (orange) phases. The inset shows the
temperature dependence of the phase fractions (wt%) of the hexagonal and orthorhombic structures between 250 K and 300 K.
The dashed lines represent fits to the data using Eq. (4) as discussed in the text.
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3

The weight phase fractions as a function of temperature
can be obtained by integrating Eq. (1):
𝑇

𝑓(𝑇, 𝐻) = ∫−∞ 𝑣(𝑇 ′ , 𝐻)𝑑𝑇 ′

(3)

Considering the residual fraction of the hexagonal phase at
low temperatures as mentioned above, and given the partial
inhomogeneity, Eq. (1) can be rewritten as:
𝑇

𝑓(𝑇, 𝐻) = (100 − 𝐶) ∙ ∫−∞ 𝑣(𝑇 ′ , 𝐻)𝑑𝑇 ′ + 𝐶

(4)

where C represents a constant phase fraction. The fits to
the data using Eq. (4) are shown in the inset of Fig. 1b
(dashed lines). The transition temperature was determined
to be Tstr ~ 296.9(6) K. This decrease in the structural
transformation temperature occurs as a consequence of the
smaller Mn-Mn distance due to the “chemical pressure” resulting from the substitution of transition metals which is
helpful in stabilising the hexagonal Ni2In-type structure,
similar to the effect of the substitution of V for Mn in
MnCoGe [11]. The FWHM of the phase transformation
was obtained to be 36(2) K.
3.2 Magnetisation and Neutron Diffraction The
temperature dependence (5 – 350 K) of the magnetisation
of Mn0.98Fe0.02CoGe is shown in Fig. 2. The measurements
were performed in a magnetic field of 0.01 T, after cooling
in zero applied field, firstly by stepping up in temperature
(ZFC), followed by stepping down (FC). An abrupt magnetic state change from a low temperature ferromagnetic
state to a high temperature paramagnetic phase with a large
drop in magnetisation is observed.
The magnetic-state-change temperatures were determined as 300 K upon heating and 290 K upon cooling,
through differentiation of the magnetisation curves versus
temperature (i.e. dM/dT versus T) as shown in the inset of
Fig. 2. Both values lie in the temperature window, and
locate at the right and left sides of Tstr respectively.
Therefore a phase transformation between paramagnetic
hexagonal phase and ferromagnetic orthorhombic phase
occurs, resulting in a switch in different magnetic states. In
other words, this phase transformation is a structural
transition with a magnetic state change, that is, the
magneto-structural transition at occurring at TMS ~ 296.9(6)
K. The presence of thermal hysteresis between the cooling
and heating cycles in Fig. 2 confirms the first-order nature
of this magneto-structural (martensitic) transition which
corresponds to the austenitic transition TA ~ 300 K and the
martensitic transitions TM ~ 290 K. More importantly, a
large MCE is expected around TMS.
In Fig. 3 we show the neutron diffraction (ND) patterns
collected at 20 K and 365 K; these temperatures were selected in order to study the crystallographic and magnetic
structures of Mn0.98Fe0.02CoGe below and above the magneto-structural transition. The magnetic structure was determined using irreducible representational analysis [22,
23]. At 20 K, the main crystallographic phase is the orthorhombic phase, in agreement with our XRD studies.

Figure 2 Magnetisation curves of Mn0.98Fe0.02CoGe as a function
of temperature obtained with an applied magnetic field of 0.01 T
on heating and cooling. The inset shows the derivative curves
which were used to determine the phase transition temperatures.

Figure 3 Rietveld refinements of the neutron diffraction patterns
for Mn0.98Fe0.02CoGe collected at (a) 365 K and (b) 20 K. The
horizontal rows of Bragg markers (top to bottom) represent:
(blue) the nuclear structure of the orthorhombic phase; (red) the
magnetic structure of the orthorhombic phase; (green) the nuclear
structure of the hexagonal phase and (cyan) the impurity (CoO).
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The analysis of a suite of ND patterns collected below TMS
indicates that Mn0.98Fe0.02CoGe adopts a ferromagnetic
structure below TMS (e.g. 20 K pattern of Fig. 3b). Furthermore these neutron refinements yield a magnetic structure consisting of ferromagnetic Mn aligned along the caxis, with a magnetic moment of 3.98(6) μB/f.u. The Co
mangetic moment is too small to be resolved. Indeed,
refinement suggests it may be near zero. We note that
while it is not unexpected that the estimated Mn moment
should be somewhat smaller than the value of 4.13 μB/f.u.
reported for the undoped MnCoGe compound [24] given
the substitution of Fe is known to lower the average moment in these systems, the ND estimate for Mn is larger
than the value derived from the saturated magnetisation for
the sample at 5 K of 3.6(1) μB/f.u. Clearly there is an
inconsistency here that will be the subject of further
analysis, as is the apparently contradictory results of an
NMR study [25]. However it is conceivable in the latter
that the hyperfine field measured at the 59Co sites by NMR
is predominantly a transferred field from the ferromagnetic
Mn sublattice. At 365 K, the main crystallographic phase is
hexagonal and the compound is paramagnetic. A small
amount of impurity (less than 4 wt%, assigned as CoO)
was found in both neutron diffraction patterns but was not
seen in the XRD patterns.
The field dependence of the isothermal magnetisation
of Mn0.98Fe0.02CoGe was measured in both increasing and
decreasing magnetic field (B = 0 – 8 T) within the
temperature range of 205 – 320 K in steps of 5 K. The
magnetisation curves measured with increasing magnetic
field are shown in Fig. 4. Below the magneto-structural
transition temperature TMS ~ 296.9(6) K, the magnetisation
increases rapidly with increasing magnetic field, consistent
with a ferromagnetic state while above TMS the magnetisation change is less pronounced and the saturated magnetisation drops dramatically. All of these phenomena confirm
a coupling between the structural and magnetic transitions
in the Mn0.98Fe0.02CoGe sample.
3.3 Magnetocaloric Effect The isothermal magnetic
entropy change ΔSM as a function of temperature for
Mn0.98Fe0.02CoGe (see Fig. 5) was calculated based on the
data of Fig. 4 using the Maxwell relation:
B ∂M (T , B ')
 dB '
∆ S M = ∫ 

0 
∂T
B

(5)

The maximum isothermal magnetic entropies are obtained
at 295.7 K; this temperature corresponds to the transition
temperature TMS ~ 296.9(6) K. The maximum isothermal
magnetic entropies at 295.7 K are: -ΔSM = 10.09 J/kg∙K
and -ΔSM = 24.24 J/kg∙K for magnetic field changes of ∆B
= 0 – 2 T and 0 – 5 T, respectively. The value for the present Mn0.98Fe0.02CoGe sample for ∆B = 0 – 5 T is larger than
that reported for the Mn1-xFexCoGe series of compounds
[16-18]. In addition, our Mn0.98Fe0.02CoGe sample is found
to exhibit a MCE value comparable with the MCE values
Copyright line will be provided by the publisher

Figure 4 The magnetic field dependence of the isothermal magnetisation for Mn0.98Fe0.02CoGe (B = 0 T - 8 T) as measured in
increasing magnetic field up to 8 T from 205 K to 320 K in 5 K
intervals.

Figure 5 Temperature dependence of the isothermal magnetic
entropy change -∆SM calculated from the magnetisation isotherms
obtained in an increasing magnetic field for Mn0.98Fe0.02CoGe
with magnetic field changes of 0 - 2 T and 0 - 5 T. Inset was the
corresponding relative errors in |-ΔSM| (%) calculated based on
the Eq. (2.4b) in [27].

reported recently for Tb5Si2Ge2 (~ 23.4 J/kg∙K at 118 K
when a 10.2 kbar pressure was applied) [26]. The relatively
large MCE exhibited by our sample is due to the successful
coupling of the magnetic and lattice structures as discussed
above. As with other MnCoGe-based alloys, the magnetostructural transition of our sample also occurs around room
temperature, thus offering potential for practical applications.
In addition, the assigned errors in Fig. 5 were calculated using Eq. (2.4b) in Ref. [27] (see the error bars shown
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in Fig. 5). Following [27], we assumed the accuracy of the
magnetisation measurements at 0.5%, the accuracy of the
magnetic field at 0.1% and the errors for temperature as
0.1 K + 0.001 × 𝑇. According to the inset in Fig. 5, the
relative error in the |-ΔSM| is between ~ 4% and ~ 7%
above TMS and is significantly higher below TMS, similar to
the trend shown by Gd [27]. However the values are smaller than that given in [27], because increased temperature
step and magnetic field step lead to a decrease in the error.
4 Conclusions The structural and magnetic transitions of Mn0.98Fe0.02CoGe have been investigated by temperature dependent x-ray diffraction, magnetisation and
neutron diffraction measurements. Partial substitution of
Fe for Mn in MnCoGe leads to a decrease in the hexagonal
to orthorhombic structural transformation temperature
compared with the parent MnCoGe compound, Tstr ~ 650
K [8] and results in a magneto-structural transition of TMS
~ 296.9(5) K for Mn0.98Fe0.02CoGe. . A large magnetic entropy change was obtained (-ΔSM = 24.24 J/kg∙K for ∆B =
0 – 5 T). Analysis of the neutron diffraction patterns confirm a ferromagnetic orthorhombic phase at low temperature below TMS with a paramagnetic hexagonal phase
above TMS. Rietveld refinements indicate that the Mn sublattice has a magnetic moment of μMn = 3.98(6) μB/f.u in
the orthorhombic phase at 20 K.
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